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INTRODUCTION
Is your home a place you love to go – or dread going to?
Does your home nurture and support you and your loved ones?
The purpose of our home is to be a safe haven where we connect with
loved ones, relax and nurture our bodies, and get support. This sweet little
book is designed to give you our best tips for making your home a place
you love to be!
The second part of this book is our top ten tips for the Holidays! We hope
you get inspired with practical tips and tools for simplifying your holiday
seasons. Remember the purpose of the holidays is also about love &
connection.
Note – For ongoing ideas, tips and support you can follow our blog by
going to www.clearsimple.com. We would love to hear from you anytime
with ideas or questions.
Also, from our website download our GIFT to you, The ART of Letting Go by
Marla Dee and feel free to share it.
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CLEAR & SIMPLE’S
TOP TEN TIPS FOR ORGANIZING YOUR HOME
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1. Create Home Zones.
Create zones for each room or
area according to the primary
purpose. Create a home office,
storage, errands, play zone, etc.
This creates a sense of order and
flow throughout your home.
The bedroom is the most
important room in the home. The purpose is to be a place of rest,
relaxation, intimate connections and refuge. Take a look at yours. Set a
timer for an hour (or a day) and clear away any clutter that doesn’t
belong there or that is now past time stuff.

2. Use Bankers Boxes.
This is our favorite container for the
SORT STEP! We use these for all
different types of stuff like paper,
supplies, toys and tools. They
create visual sanity and make it
possible to move the piles. Purchase
about 30 of them and keep them
around as tools only for these
purposes. Don’t let them become
long-term storage boxes. You can purchase them here…
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3.

Containers for Order & Beauty.

Use containers within drawers, closets, and
cupboards and on shelves to add clarity
and beauty.
Then be consistent (all white, wicker, etc)
to add that clean feeling and functionality.
You can also add one color for fun!
Lastly, label all containers for instant ease
in returning to their home and zone.

4.

Paper Flow Systems. 

Capture all incoming paper (and
information) that comes into your
space in a specific container and
location.
Sort this once a week (just like the
laundry) into four piles labeled for
RAFT – Reading, Action, File, & Toss.
Put each pile into it’s own container.
Then choose a 1-hour block each
week to work on the action items.
HINT: Make the Action Files vertical.
Get FREE help on our Resource Page www.clearsimple.com/resources
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5.

Family Communication
Center and Gathering.

A) Create a Family
Communication Center with a
bulletin board to display cards
and messages; a calendar with all
family and individual activities;
your paper system discussed
above, two supplies and two file
drawers so all family members
can find what they need.
B) As a couple/family, meet once a week to update one another on
upcoming activities, plans, and desires for the week. Let this be a fun time
and supportive time. Gather around the dining table, a fire, or sit outside.	
  

6.

Learn the Organizing SKILL!

Since only 10% of the population is born with
the “organizing gene” most people don’t know
where to start, what to do or how to keep it up.
Start with learning the ABC’s of organizing.
Contact Clear & SIMPLE to learn our step-bystep approach that works for all ages,
personalities and projects.
Get our FREE Systems Card on our home page www.clearsimple.com
Or - Check out our shop here.
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7.

Restore Time.

Have all family members participate in a
daily, weekly, monthly Put it Away time.
This is a time to return all things to their
proper homes. Even the youngest can put
their toys away. Create visual lists or
charts and post them visually to keep the
project organized, simple, and fun.

8.

Get a Buddy!

Change & growth are not meant to be done
alone. It takes a team. Find a buddy that you
can work together with on your organizing
projects.
Having support makes all the difference
whether you are a kid or an adult. Your buddy
will make process more fun and keep
accountability in place.	
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9.

Create Space for Miracles.

Set up a time monthly, quarterly
and annually to clean out the
buildup of papers, toys, clothes,
and STUFF. This can be done as a
room a month, or an area a
quarter. The gift is space for new!

10.

Simplify.

Start SMALL. Choose a
small project like your
purse, junk drawer or top
of the dresser to begin.
Pick ONE. Choose one tip, one home area or one project for each season
of the year and let this be enough. Then enjoy your life and loved ones the
rest of the time rather than stressing about the stuff.
Get our ebook The SIMPLE Life, by Marla Dee on our shop page
www.clearsimple.com/shop
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CLEAR & SIMPLE’S
TOP TEN TIPS FOR HOLIDAYS
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1. There’s an App for that!
Ever get to the store and you left your list at
home? Also, have you noticed how you get
the best gift ideas at the strangest times
and places. Here is where a smart phone
comes in handy.
You can make your shopping experience
easier. Keep a simple list in the Notes app
on your smartphone and take 5 minutes
before leaving the house to review it. Because you have it with
you always you can capture the idea when it hits you. Make a
list for special people or events and then use it over and over
again. Check out the many apps available also for lists.

2. Keep your list handy!
Holidays become so much easier when you
can easily retrieve the information from the
year before. Most of our events have
common traditions that we like to repeat.
You can capture all your ideas and lists, file
them in your monthly action folder and it will
be waiting for you next year.
Make sure you keep the stuff you love in your
holiday ideas list!
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3. Have a family meeting!
One of the most precious things we can
do at the Holiday Season is spend
meaningful time together. To keep this
simple, sit down together as a family
and ask each person to share what is
the one thing they want most to do?
Then put these important choices first
on your calendar and feel the relief of letting go of all the other stuff we
tell ourselves we should be doing. You have chosen what matters
most.

4. Choose a holiday theme.
Ever notice how the fun grows and grows
when you repeat a special event each year.
This also makes your celebrations easier
every year. No need to create something
big from scratch.
Choose cool themes like a Harry Potter
Party, or caroling for friends, or serving
thanksgiving dinner at the homeless
shelter.
Have FUN!!
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5. Use specialty containers.
When holiday ornaments are
organized, decorating is more
fun and easy. Plus when the
ornaments are sorted, it is
easier to see if there are some
you want to let go of. Check out
these storage boxes from The
Container Store.

6. Store it all together!
Use the Wrap It Gift Wrap container for ALL of
your gift-wrap needs. This amazing tool will
hang a closet, stand up next to a shelf, slide
under a bed, or anywhere you have space for
it.
It holds wrapping paper (up to 26 rolls),
ribbons, bows, bags, boxes, scissors, tape and
more. Never again will you have to run around
gathering up tools when it’s time to wrap.
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7. Be a princess or prince.
Your birthday is the one time of the year
to be a prince or princess. It is the one
day that you get to choose what people,
places, activities and such you put in.
Have fun with this.
Also, let people know what want and
what you do not. They will thank you for
it. Try activities together that are truly meaningful to you rather than
more stuff.

8. Keep storage simple!
Use clear plastic containers for each
holiday’s decorations and store them out of
the way of day-to-day storage.
You don’t need to get fancy holiday
containers. Keep to the clear ones so you
can use them over and over again for various
purposes.
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9. Simplify!
Teach your children the ART of letting
go. Create a tradition that before one
new thing comes in – one old thing goes
out. Go through your kids’ toys with
them and ask them to release the things
they no longer love. This makes room
for the new stuff to come in.
Empower your kids even more by
helping them choose an organization that they love donating to. It
makes a huge difference!

10.

Make your own traditions.

It’s your life and your choice. Make
these decisions based on your
family’s current values and
desires, not just what has “always
been done.”
How about • a sledding day
• reading before bed
• giving to a needy family
• a game night each week
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PRODUCTS
The Clear & SIMPLETM Sytems are a step-by-step approach for any type of organizing or creative project.
They identify where to start, what to do and how to keep it up. The Clear & SIMPLETM Products address
all the areas of your life, from kids to moving to getting your vital documents done. We are here to help.

BECOMING A PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZER
Are you ready to launch an exciting, rewarding
Professional Organizing Business? Skip the years
it takes to come up with the successful systems
and tools by taking our Comprehensive Self Study
Course. Get everything you need and join our
Circle of Organizers around the world!
GET ORGANIZED, THE CLEAR & SIMPLE WAY
Are you overwhelmed at the mere thought of
getting organized? Help is here! In this 9-hour
audio course Marla Dee, creator of the Clear &
SIMPLE™ Way, teaches professional organizers
and individuals and how to get and stay organized
while addressing all areas of your home, office and
life. Freedom, order and clarity are possible.
THE SIMPLE LIFE
This heartfelt little book will inspire you to let go,
simplify and find deep meaning in your day. It is
filled with stories of hope and real life guidance.
The Simple Life makes the perfect gift for you, your
family, friends, clients or co-workers. It is utterly
unique and it will change you.

THE ART OF LETTING GO
It takes courage to let go of the stuff and the
stories of our past. It is also freeing. In this timely
book, Marla Dee guides you through letting go of
the stuff, beliefs and patterns that hold you back
or drag you down. Marla brings you the inspiration
and direction you need to make the change you are
longing for.

ORGANIZING

VITAL DOCS
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OUR FAVORITE

CONTAINERS
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ORGANIZE

YOUR MOVE
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ORGANIZE YOUR VITAL DOCUMENTS
This important guide is designed to assist you in
compiling your vital documents into a central
location to prepare for life’s emergencies and
tragedies. This overwhelming process is laid out in
three simple steps that anyone can get done. This
is the perfect support for those just starting out, in
the middle or near the end of their life.
OUR FAVORITE CONTAINERS
Choosing the perfect container for organizing is
fun but it can also be confusing. Our amazing
collection of products and containers will help you
select the right products for all areas of your home
and office. Included are pictures of spaces utilizing
the products, product measurements and where to
get them.
ORGANIZE YOUR MOVE
Anyone who has ever moved knows how stressful
it can be. This book will help you be organized
from the moment you decide to move so you can
successfully juggle the relocation of yourself,
family, and possessions—while still managing
everyday life. Gain control over the event and all
the little details that go with it.
ORGANIZING FOR KIDS

ORGANIZING

FOR KIDS
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Most kids are not born knowing how to clean up
and organize. And sadly, most parents don’t know
how or don’t have time to teach them. This much
needed book will help you teach your child basic
organizing skills to last a life time. Our guide will
also help parents who struggle with organizing.
Organizing can be fun!

“Imagine how it would feel to be surrounded by the things, 
the people and the beliefs which support you, and lift you up.”
- Marla Dee, Creator of The Clear & SIMPLETM Way
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